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The relationship between the average range of the measure defined by an 
m-integrable function, the core, and the essential range of the function, are studied 
where m is an operator valued measure. A measurability criterion, a mean value 
theorem for the Dobrakov in’tegral, and a Radon-Nikodym type theorem are also 
proved. 7: 1992 Academic Press. Inc. 
The core and the essential range of a function are very useful in the study 
of different types of measurability in the setting of scalar measures, along 
the lines of Pettis’s theorem [lo] (see, for instance, [6, 81). The main 
object of this paper is to study the analogue of these sets for operator 
valued measures. For this, the measure is assumed to satisfy the Price’s 
axiom (see [ 111) (nevertheless, Proposition 8 and Theorem 11 also hold 
without this assumption), which permits one to define the average range of 
a measure with values in a Banach space E with respect to a measure m 
with values in the space L(E, E), of the continuous linear functions from E 
to E, and the convex hull of a subset of E with respect o the measure m. 
The core (with respect to m) of an E-valued function is defined from the 
last concept, and several relations are stated between the average range of 
a measure defined by an m-integrable E-valued function f, the core off, 
and its essential range, and also between their closed m-convex hulls. As an 
application, a mean value theorem and a criterion for measurability are 
stated. 
The extension, introduced here, of the concept of the average range of a 
vector function, from scalar to vector measures, has enabled us to obtain 
a Radon-Nikodym type theorem reminiscent of the classical Radon- 
Nikodym theorem for the Bochner integral, while the known theorems of 
this type are obtained by quite different methods (see [ 1, 2, 7, 91). 
The integral used in this paper coincides essentially with that of 
Dobrakov [S], but it has been presented in such a way as to indicate that 
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it is a special case of an integral for locally convex spaces (see, for instance, 
[3, 6, 7]), which permits the extension of several results of this paper to 
Frechet spaces and some of them to quasi-complete locally convex spaces. 
Let us denote by .T a a-algebra of subsets of a set Q and by E and F two 
Banach spaces. L(E, F) will denote the Banach space of all bounded linear 
operators from E to F, endowed with the strong operator topology. We 
consider the evaluation mapping from ExL(E, F) into F and a countably 
additive measure m: C + L(E, F) of bounded semivariation (i.e., 
llrnll (52)~ +co) and continuous (i.e., limEnl, llrnll (E,)=O). Recall that 
the semivariation of the measure m is defined by 
llmll (A)=sup i m(A,) xi , 
II i= 1 II 
where the supremum is taken over all the finite and measurable partitions 
of A EC and all the finite families (xi):=, GE with llxiII < 1 for i= 1, . . . . n. 
A set NE C is said to be m-null iff llrnll (N) = 0. From now on, !I&,, will 
denote the family of all m-null subsets of Q, C, = (BE C: BE A }, 
C~={BEC~:~(B)#O},C~=C,-%,,, for every AEZ,C’=C;I, and 
Z+ = Z,+ . Let us remark that NE !Rm iff m(B) = 0 for every BE C,. 
DEFINITION 1. A function f: Q -+ E is said to be u-simple cfcz S,) if it is 
a uniform limit of a sequence of simple functions (the simple functions, 
their integrals, and the integral of the u-simple functions are defined in the 
standard way), and we say that a function f: Q + E is m-measurable if for 
every E > 0 there exists A E Z such that llrnll (Q -A) <E and the function 
fxA is u-simple. 
A function f: Sz -+ E is said to be m-integrable if it is m-measurable and 
,,m,~;+o llmll (f, A) = 0, 
AS,.5 
where 
lb4 (f,A)=sup { illA d /I g m : gEK,I Ildt)ll G IIf(t)ll V~EA . 
If f is an m-integrable function, then 
s fdm= lim s fxKdm 
for every A EC and my: Z -+ F will be as usual, the measure defined by 
mJA)=j fdm (A E Z). 
A 
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From now, let us assume that E = F, Q E C+, and that the measure m 
satisfies the Price’s axiom, i.e., for every A EC, m(A) is the null function or 
it is an homeomorphism. 
DEFINITION 2. If ~1: 2 -+ E is a vector measure, we define its average 
range (with respect o m) as 
s&(A)= {m(B))’ [cc(B)]: BELA} 
for every A E Z+. We say that the measure c( has locally small average range 
if for every E > 0 and A EC’ there exists BE Ci such that the diameter of 
d=(B) is less or equal than E. 
The m-convex hull of a subset C G E will be the set cm(C) of all vectors 
y E E such that 
y=m(W’ [il m(B,)x~] 
for some finite and disjoint family { Bi} I= i c Z with B = Uy= i Bi E 27, and 
some finite subset (xi, . . . . - x,} G C. As usual, cm(C). will denote the closure 
of cm(C). Clearly, if C E D c E then C c cm(C) c cm(D). 
If f: R + E is a function, the core off on A E Z will be the set 
car,(A) = n {Z[f(A -N)]: NE 91n,}. 
It follows immediately from the definition that corf(A)sZZ[f(A)], 
corJ B) G car,(A), and cor,( A) = corf( A - N) for every A E C, BE C, , and 
NE ‘S,. Therefore, corf(A) = car,(A) if g: $2 -+ E is another function such 
that f = g a.e. We say that a function f has locally small core if for every 
A EC+ and E > 0 there exists BE .Z’,+ such that the diameter of corf(B) is 
less or equal than E. 
LEMMA 3. Zf A E C and f E S,, then there exists a sequence (f,) of simple 
functions which is uniformly convergent to f on A and vertfies that 
U..Nfn(A)~f(A). 
THEOREM 4. Let be A EC+ and assume that one of the following condi- 
tions hold 
4.1. fXA is u-simple function. 
4.2. fXA is an m-integrable function such that &‘,,(A) is a bounded set 
of E. 
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Then 
s8,,(A) E corrC.M)l. (4.1) 
Proof. Suppose first that the condition 4.1 holds, then it follows from 
Lemma 3 that there exists a sequence of simple functions 
such that it converges uniformly to f on A, and u,,..f,(A)~f(A). 
Therefore, 
m(B)-’ (/Bfdm)=m(s)p’ (liFIBfndm) 
for every BE C> and (4.1) holds. 
If condition 4.2 is verified and BE Z’>, then there exists an increasing 
sequence (4 ), E N C& such that llrnll (B-U,,. B,)=O,~X~,ES,, and 
x=m(B)-’ 
Then, it follows from 4.1 that 
Y, =m(B,,-’ 
and, since lim, m(B)-’ m(B,) is the identity on E, it follows that for every 
E > 0 there exists n,, E N such that 
lb- ~nll G lb--m(B)-’ ~(&)(Y,NI + IlMB)-’ ~(B,)(Y,,)- ynll 
GcE(l+ llY,ll) 
for every n > nO, from where it follows immediately that x EEFz[f(,4)], 
since (YA, N c -4JA 1. 
The result now follows immediately, since 
s&&4-N)aiqf(A-Iv)], 
and JX&(A -N) = J&~(A), because m(B)-’ = m(B- N)-’ for every 
BE&. 
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PROPOSITION 5. Zf f is an m-integrable function then 
J&,(4~=c.f(4u (011 
,for every A E ..?I +. 
Proof: It is enough to proceed as in the proof of the Theorem 4 and to 
note that for every simple function g=C;=, xixA, with g(A) sf(A) we 
have that 
m(B)-l (jBnA gdm)=m(B)-’ [il m(A,nBnA)x;j 
=m(B)--’ ;g, m(A,nBnA)x,+m(B-A)O] 
L 
E=CS(A)U {O)l. 
THEOREM 6. If f is an m-integrable function then ,for every A E Z there 
exists x E ZFz[ f (A) u { 0} ] such that 
I f dm = m(A) x. (6.1) A 
Moreover, if A E Cf then the vector x is unique and if .&,(A) is a bounded 
subset of E, then XE?FI[~(A)]. 
Proof. It follows immediately from Theorem 4 and Proposition 5. 
Remark. Note that if f is an m-integrale function and NE !RM - (0) 
then the function g = f&, _ N is also m-integrale, mR = m/, &QA) = &&(A) 
for every A E C + and 0 E g(Q). 
DEFINITION 7. Let f: Q + E a function, the essential range off on A E C 
will be the set 
er,(A) = n { f(A - N): NE a,}. 
It is clear that er,(B) s er,(A) c f(A) for every BE CA and er/(A) = er,(A) 
for every function g: 52 -+ E such that f = g a.e. on A. It follows 
immediately from the definition that 
er,( A) G cor,( A). (7.1) 
The function f is said to be regular on A EC+ if er.f(A) # 0 for every 
BECi. 
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PROPOSITION 8. Zf A EC and f: Q + E is a function such that fxA is 
m-measurable, then the following assertions hold 
8.1. err(A) = { XEE: {teA: IIf(xl1 <~}#%,,,,for every e>Oj. 
8.2. Zf the function fXA is u-simple then er,(A) is compact. 
8.3. For every E > 0 there exists KE C, such that l[rnil (A - K) <E and 
er/(K) is compact, and therefore rr(A) is Lindelof 
Proof 8.1. Let be x E erJA), then if there exists E > 0 such that N,,, = 
{t E A: II f(t) - XII GE} E !JIm then x $f(A -IV,,) which is a contradiction. 
Moreover, if x $ er$A) then there exists N,Y E a, such that x 4 f(A - N,) 
and therefore, there is E > 0 for which {t E A: 11 f(t) - XII GE} G N, holds, 
which is a contradiction. 
8.2. For every E > 0 there exists a simple function g = C’= 1 xixA such 
that II f (t) - g( t)ll GE for every t E A and g(A) E f (A). Therefore, f(A) c 
U:=, [xi + B(0, E)], where B(0, E) = {x E E: llxll 6 s},frOm which it follows 
that erJA) is compact, since it is a closed subset off (A). 
8.3. Follows immediately from 8.2. 
THEOREM 9. Zf A E ,T+ and f is a regular function on A such that fXA is 
m-measurable. then 
car,-(A)=GTr[er,(A)]. (9.1) 
Proof: Since the function f is regular on A and the measure m is 
continuous then it follows from 8.1 and the Zorn’s axiom that for every 
n E N there exists a disjoint sequence (AI)ke N c Ci and a sequence 
(~;)~~~zerJA) such that iV,=A--UkEN A;E!JI~ and f(A;)s 
y, + B(0, l/n) for every k E N. Then if x E car,-(A) c 5E[ f(A -N)], with 
N= UnsN N,E%~, for every E>O there exists {t,, . . . . tr> G A -N and a 
disjoint family {B, , . . . . B,} CC such that B= Uizl B,EC’ and 
Then, there exists n,, k 1, . . . . k,E N such that llm(B)-‘II Jlml( (Q)<en/2, 
tieAn for i= 1 r and k, 2 ., 9 
I E cmCerf(A)l 
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satisfies 
Ilx-yll < x-m(B) -l i m(B,)f(tJ II [ i=l 11~ 
Therefore, x E EE[erJA)] and car,-(A) G Z5[erf(A)]. 
Moreover, if x~Zr[er~(A)] then for every E > 0 there exists a disjoint 
family {B, , . . . . B,} CC and {Y,, . . . . yn) fern such that B= Uy=, B;EC 
and 
I 
X-m(B)-’ [!, m(Bi) Yt]ii GEE/z. 
Let ~Z~E N be such that llm(B)-‘11 l/rnll (Q) 6+,/2, then since yiEer/(A) 
for i = 1, . . . . n, the set Ai= (SEA: IIf(t)-~~ll <l/n,}#!Q and if NE’%, 
there exists ti E A i - N such that 
and 
y=m(B)-’ i m(B,)f(ti) 
c I ~cnZ[f(A -N)] ,=I 




GE/~+ (MW’II llmll W)h 
- 
from which it follows that x E cm[f(A -N)] for every NE ‘Sm and, 
therefore, x E corJA), ZEi[er,.(A)] E corJA) and (9.1) holds. 
COROLLARY 10. Zf A EC+, f is a regular function on A such that fXA is 
m-integrable and &,,,(A) is bounded, then 
S?&(A) c Gii[er,-(A)]. (10.1) 
Proof It is an immediate consequence of the Theorems 4 and 9. 
THEOREM 11. If f: Sz 4 E is a regular function on .Q and )I f - x/j is 
measurabie (i.e., II f - XII - I (B) E Z for every Bore1 subset of R) for every 
x E E, then the function f is m-measurable. 
Proof. Under these conditions 8.1 holds and, proceeding as in the first 
part of the proof of Theorem 9, for every n E N, we can find a disjoint 
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sequence (A;)k,N CZ and a sequence (JJ;)~~~c--E such that N,=Q- 
U nE N Ai E !J12, and f(A;) E y; + B(0, l/n). Then the function 
g,= c YILP k 
kcN 
is m-measurable and the sequence (g,),, N is uniformly convergent of on 
A-UnEN N,, and therefore the function f is m-measurable. 
THEOREM 12. Let a: C -+ E be a countably additive measure having a 
locally small average range (with respect o m). If a G m (i.e., BE 5X,,, implies 
a(B) = 0) then there exists an m-integrable function f: Q + E such that 
a = mr (i.e., the measure a has a Radon-Nikodym derivative with respect 
to m). 
ProoJ: Proceeding in standard way, for every n E N we can find a 
disjoint sequence (A;)kp N c C+ such that llrnll (~2 - Uka rm Ai) = 0, the 
diameter of &‘JA~) is less or equal than l/n and for every n, k E N there 
exists j, E N which verities that A;+ ’ E Aik. Let be N,, = U,, IBI 
(‘- UkeN A:), then llrnll (N,) = 0 and it is easily verified that the func- 
tions 
f,= C m(AX' Ca(At)Iq 
kcN 
are measurable for every n E N and that the sequence (f,),, N is uniformly 
convergent on Q -N, to an m-integrable function f such that f . xNo E 0 
(note that f, is a bounded function for every n E N, and, therefore, the 
function f is essentially bounded). 
Moreover, for every BE Z and n E k! we have that 
k=l 
m(BnA;)=O 
m(Bn At)Cm(A;)-’ (atA;)) 
= 
II 
f m(Bn AZ) [m(A; n B)-’ a(Bn A;) - m(At)-’ a(A;)] 
k=l II 
m(BnA;)=O 
Q (Ilmll W))ln, 
from which it follows immediately that a = mr 
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